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Regulation & Legislation:
Obama Makes Trade Deal Top Priority in Remaining Months
Source: Associated Press
What to Expect From the Final Days of the 114th Congress
Source: Roll Call
Senate Braces for Shutdown Fight
Source: The Hill
Right Seeks to Kill the Lame-Duck
Source: The Hill
Bill to Shield Retired Miners Divides Coal-State Republicans
Source: The Seattle Times
DOT Pushing Slower Truck Speed Limits
Source: The Hill
Senate Blocks Zika Funding
Source: The Hill
House Votes for Online Lease Sales for Offshore Drilling
Source: The Hill
A Stealth Death Tax Increase
Source: Wall Street Journal
Congress to Resume Work on Hours of Service Fix, CSA Issues This Fall
Source: Commercial Carrier Journal
Speed Limiter Rule Now Open for Comment
Source: Fleet Owner
Congress Ready for Final Stretch on 800-Page Energy Reform Bill
Source: The Hill
Energy Groups Push for Renewal of Tax Credits
Source: The Hill
Senate on Verge of Passing $9 Billion Water Projects Bill
Source: Washington Examiner
House Panel Votes to Weaken Obama’s Coal Moratorium
Source: The Hill

Transportation:
GM Settles Next Federal Ignition-Switch Cases Set for Trial
New York Considers Raising Ethanol Blend Limit
Source: Bloomberg

Most State Lawmakers Who Backed Gas Tax Hike Won Their Primaries
Source: Fuelfix

U.S. DOT Releases First National Transit Map
Source: The Hill

Infrastructure:
Los Angeles Skyscraper Tops Out as Tallest Western Building
Source: Sacramento Bee

Where do Infrastructure Dollars Produce the Most Gain?
Source: Marketplace

Colorado’s Infrastructure Lesson for U.S. Economy
Source: Bloomberg

U.S.’s Aging Oil-Reserve Infrastructure Needs an Update
Source: Wall Street Journal

FHWA Reallocates $2.8B in Highway Funds to States
Source: Engineering News Record

Work Underway on $29.6 Million Bay Bridge Rehabilitation Project
Source: Capital Gazette

DOT Awards Nearly $800 Million for Transportation Infrastructure Projects
Source: Trucking Info

Labor:
NLRB Finds Joint Employers Despite Speculative Future Relationship
Source: National Law Review

Study: Recent Labor Regulations Slowly Coming Into Focus, And It Doesn’t Look Good For Small Business
Source: Daily Caller

New Overtime Rule Presents Big Challenge to Small Businesses
Source: Workforce

Economists See Tougher Road for Labor-Market Improvement
Source: Wall Street Journal

Sustainability:
Green Building Entrepreneurs Think Sustainability is Key to Economic Growth
Source: Business News Daily

Resilient Construction:
3rd Death Linked to Still-Potent Hermine
Source: CBS

Large-Scale Metamaterials Could Combat Earthquake Shocks
Source: Physics World

Louisiana Flood Damage at Least $8.7 Billion, Governor Says
Source: Washington Times

New Poll Finds New Jersey Voters Support Building Code Changes in Wake of Disaster
Source: Civil Structural Engineer
Flood Claims to NFIP Suggest Louisiana’s August Flooding Will be Fourth-Most Costly Disaster in Program’s History
Source: Business Report

Five Years After Irene, Work Continues to Eliminate Hazards
Source: Waterbury Record

Hawaii to Receive Over $625K in Tsunami Prep Funding
Source: Big Island Now

President Obama Amends Louisiana Disaster Declaration
Source: The White House

National Preparedness Month: How to be Ready for the Next Emergency
Source: Emergency Management

New Tropical Threats May Brew Following Peak of Atlantic Hurricane Season Sept. 10
Source: Accu Weather

Hermine Leaves Florida with Millions of Dollars in Damages
Source: NBC Miami

Environment:

Oklahoma Quake Prompts Shutdown of Gas-Linked Wells
Source: USA Today

Global Warming Disrupts Oceans, Seen Lingering in the Depths
Source: Reuters

Obama Formally Joins US Into Climate Pact
Source: The Hill

Midwest Earthquake Felt From Missouri to North Texas
Source: The Hill

U.S. Companies Tout Climate Policies, Fund Climate Skeptics
Source: Reuters

Industry Petitions Supreme Court Over Venue For WOTUS Challenges
Source: KTIC

More Than A Year After Spill, Colorado’s Gold King Mine Named Superfund Site
Source: NPR

California Governor Signs Landmark Climate Bill
Source: The Hill

Economy:

Slower U.S. Payrolls Growth Dims September Fed Rate Hike Prospects
Source: Reuters

U.S. Jobless Claims Fall as Labor Market Remains Strong
Source: Reuters

First Factories, Now Services Signal Cracks in U.S. Economy
Source: Bloomberg

Global Stocks Drift Amid US Economy Worries
Source: ABC News

Small-Cap Stocks Aim High Thanks to U.S. Economy
Source: Market Watch

What the U.S. Economy Needs to Get Out of its Rut
Source: Washington Post
Carl Icahn: U.S. Economy is Troubled
Source: Fox Business
Fed Sees Modest Economic Growth Amid ‘Slight’ Inflation
Source: Bloomberg
Planes, Trains and Trucks Point to US Economic Downturn
Source: CNBC

Tax Reform:
Pinning Down Apple's Alleged 0.005% Tax Rate: Mission Impossible
Source: Accounting Today
Lack of U.S. Tax Reform Is `A Shame,' Says Saint-Amans
Source: Bloomberg
Think You Pay a Lot in Income Taxes? You Might Pay More in This Tax
Source: CNN
EU’s Ruling on Apple Shows Need for U.S. Tax Reform
Source: East Bay Times
Warren Presses for Corporate Tax Changes in Wake of Apple Ruling
Source: The Hill

Government Spending:
GOP Drops Hints in Budget Showdown
Source: The Hill
Senate Prepares to Move Quickly on Spending Bill to Prevent Government Shutdown
Source: Washington Post
House Republicans Ready Government Funding Pitches
Source: Roll Call

Politics:
Trump, Clinton Court Ohio as White House Race Enters Final 2 Months
Source: Reuters
Obama and Putin Unable to Reach Cease-Fire Agreement for Syria
Source: Washington Post
U.S. Investigating Potential Covert Russian Plan to Disrupt November Elections
Source: Washington Post
Why Clinton Needs to Win Big
Source: The Hill
Clinton Leading Trump in 2 Battleground States
Source: The Hill
Clinton Holds Labor Day Edge
Source: The Hill
Dems Look for Comeback in Battle for Governorships
Source: The Hill
Ryan Faces Competing GOP Interests in September Session
Source: Roll Call
2 Months to Go: The 10 Most Vulnerable House Members
Source: Roll Call
Clinton Says Possible Russian Meddling a Serious Concern
Source: Bloomberg

Senate Seats Most Likely to Flip

Source: The Hill

In Every State, Pessimism About Trump, Clinton and the Impact of the Election

Source: Washington Post

Polls Tighten, But Hillary Clinton Retains Electoral College Edge

Source: Bloomberg

Will Trump or Clinton Win? The 11 States Deciding the Race

Source: The Hill

McConnell Safe From Potential Election Fallout

Source: Roll Call

Rating Change: McCain More Vulnerable in Arizona

Source: Roll Call

With a New Plane, Clinton Courts Media on the Campaign Trail

Source: Associated Press

Forum Offers Preview of Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump Presidential Debate

Source: New York Times

Ryan Faces New Pressures from House Conservatives

Source: The Hill